
JASON is sitting in a chair facing the camera. He’s wearing

a decent sports coat with a messy tie. Hopefully he looks

reasonably intelligent.

JASON

Have you ever wanted to get paid

for sitting around on your butt all

day, but you don’t have the courage

to shoot yourself in the foot with

the company nail gun? Well then,

have we got a book for you!

JASON pulls out The 4-Hour Workweek from underneath his

desk. He displays it prominently for the camera.

JASON

The 4-Hour Workweek by Tim Ferriss

is a self-help book designed to

transform readers from productive,

hard-working members of society to

rich, wealth-sucking leeches in

just a few easy steps!

JASON

You know it works too because Mr.

Ferriss himself went from being a

strung-out sports nutrition

salesman to a successful author.

Now he wants to share that

wonderful knowledge with the world.

JASON leans in and looks around.

JASON

For the small, small price of $14,

of course.

JASON leans back.

JASON

One tip is apparently to try and

write a successful book which is,

you know, somewhat challenging, but

other steps include valuable

guidance like outsourcing jobs

you’re hired to do to cheaper

foreigners.

JASON

Somebody pays you $100 to mow their

lawn? Take $50 and hire a Hispanic

guy to do it for you. Somebody’s

colon begins slipping out their

(MORE)
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JASON (cont’d)
butthole and your full-time job is

resident colon surgeon? Take a

quarter of your daily salary and

hire a Russian gypsy to push that

sucker back in.

JASON

Every. Body. Wins.

JASON

But Tim doesn’t just provide wise

guidance you can apply to butthole

surgery, he peppers his book with

catchy, folksy idioms that are easy

to recall in a pinch. For example,

Ferriss writes at one point -

CUT TO

JASON dons reading glasses and a tweed jacket. He is now

speaking in a stereotypically English voice.

JASON

"People are fond of using the ’It’s

not what you know, it’s who you

know’ adage as an excuse for

inaction, as if all successful

people are born with powerful

friends. Nonsense."

CUT TO

JASON looks directly in to the camera.

JASON

(with passion)

Nonsense!

CUT TO

JASON is back in his original clothes.

JASON

And that all sounds good, right?

Who needs powerful friends when

you’ve got powerful outsourcing

skills and a Craigslist account?

CUT TO
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JASON is still wearing the sports coat, but he’s stood up

and it’s obvious he’s wearing athletic shorts. JASON has one

leg up on the table, and he’s curling a relatively tiny

weight. He looks at the camera and blows a kiss.

CUT TO

JASON is back in his original clothes.

JASON

Well, that’s kind of the thing. Our

boy Timmy here was born to

incredibly wealthy parents and

attended Princeton "Our Average

Student Comes From A Household

Making An Average of $186,100 Per

Year"... University.

JASON

Oh! And remember that nutrition

salesman job I was talking about?

Yeah, that company, which Tim

Ferriss actually owned, mostly sold

some... "medicine" called

BrainQuicken. This BrainQuicken

claimed to "quicken" your brain.

CUT TO

JASON gets right in the camera.

JASON

Get it?!

CUT TO

JASON is back how he was.

JASON

And while BrainQuicken doesn’t

really make turn you into a

real-life Bradley Cooper from

Limitless, it does show everybody

around you know what a dumbass you

are.

JASON

Side effects may vary.

JASON

So anyway, after a few years of

selling placebo medicine to

dumbasses, this rich, snake oil

(MORE)
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JASON (cont’d)

salesman took a three-week vacation

in Europe. While there (and

presumably halfway through his

sixth German lager) Ferriss

decided, "You know what? I think

I’m going to write a book about the

rules you need to follow to be

successful. Because I’m successful.

And other people should see how

successful I am."

JASON

So Tim wrote down some dope ass

rules like: "Cut back on email" and

"Don’t read newspapers." You

know... basically stuff that he

probably just didn’t like doing

very much. Honestly, I’m surprised

he didn’t put, "Avoid pants, they

only restrict success."

CUT TO

JASON is back in the athletic shorts again. He nods at the

camera.

CUT TO

JASON is back looking normal.

JASON

Most of his rules are all things

that only people who are already

bosses could actually pull off.

Since when is not reading your

email going to actually help you be

successful? I mean, thanks to

email, I doubled the girth of my

nipples in just two weeks.

JASON begins to lift his shirt, but the camera cuts before

we see anything.

CUT TO

JASON fully dressed again.

JASON

But the big fat juicy colon on top

of this shit sundae is the fact

that, to this day, Tim doesn’t

actually work four hours a week

himself.
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JASON

He spends tons of time blogging

promoting his book, and giving

talks about how he’s totally not

working. So... working. He’s...

he’s definitely working.

JASON

So I guess to recap how to be

successful and only work about one

Lord of the Rings movie per week:

JASON

1. Be born rich.

2. Have you rich parents help you

start a fake nutrition company to

prey on stupid people.

3.Sell that company before the FDA

catches on or somebody’s brain

becomes so quick that their head

explodes.

4. Write a book full of whatever

nonsense success rules spring to

mind.

5. Spend all of your free time

blogging and promoting said book.

6. Roll around in piles of money

and cocaine while simultaneously

not reading emails or newspapers.

JASON pauses awkwardly for a few seconds.

JASON

Buy this book now!

CUT TO BLACK


